 Forgiveness is…

PARISH & PARENT RESOURCES
for the preparation of children for the first reception of the Sacrament of Penance.

“Forgiveness is…” has been compiled by the Religious Education Centre, Ballarat for the preparation of children for the first reception of the Sacrament of Penance. The resource comes in the form of a Parent Kit and a Parish Kit, both of which contain materials to assist parents in preparing their child for the Sacrament. Materials included in the kits are:

Parents Kit: Activity Chart for the child, background reading for parents, suggestions for activities, a bibliography of books and videos suitable for use with the children; Cost: $10.00

Parish Kit: Diocesan Guidelines for the Sacrament of Penance for Children; Plan and resources for a Parent Meeting; Samples of background reading material for parents; parish procedures for the reception of the Sacrament. Cost: $15.00
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Return To: RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CENTRE, PO BOX 576, BALLARAT, 3353
Email: rec@ceoballarat.catholic.edu.au